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Express yourself with sugar skulls, flowers, henna designs, and more!Art isn't just for hanging on
walls--you can be your own canvas! Express your artistic side on your hands, fingers, arms, and
legs with washable makeup or body art crayons! Inside, you'll find more than 50 of the best
projects ever for creative, original temporary tattoos. Start with basic patterns and embellish
them to create a wide variety of cool and colorful tattoo designs,
like:FlowersStarburstsMandalasAnimalsSugar skullsShooting starsFlying catsScrumptious
cupcakesDoodle jewelryHenna hand tattoo designsStep by step, you'll learn to draw beautiful
designs, from simple shapes to intricate paisleys--no drawing experience required! Once you
master the basics, you'll be able to create your own unique designs. So grab some body art
crayons and get ready to turn your skin into a fabulous fashion accessory!

About the AuthorAn Adams Media author.
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Sharronna, “Jessica loved it. It was for my teenage granddaughter who wants to study theatre
arts.  Anything she can draw or doodle on, she does.  This was a great book to add to her library.”

Jeanette Ramos, “Lots of ideas!. Great book for doodle beginners”

ShadowCat83, “Charming designs & easy to follow instructions!. I wasn’t sure what to expect
from a “body art” book for girls, but it’s really more of a simple step-by-step drawing & design
tutorial of cute doodles in shades of pink & purple. I’ve tried dozens of “how-to draw” & “learn to
draw” books for a variety of skill levels & age groups, from basic drawing books for beginners &
kids to books on advanced drawing techniques for art students. I got the Kindle edition of this
book & was very pleased with the quality of the images & the ability to zoom. The instructions
are easy to understand & reproduce. There are several blank or partially blank “templates”
included for practicing the designs. My favorite is the “flying cat” (a leaping cat with a superhero
cape). So cute! There’s a ton of pictures in this book & IMO it’s going to be easy enough for most
kids to follow the instructions, but the lines are mostly bold enough to be able to trace as well.
Great for kids & adults alike & anyone wanting a quick & easy cute drawing fix.”

Teresa E, “Cute Book. Cute book, simple instructions. I like it. It may be a little to cute for my 11
year old daughter though, lots of rainbows and kitten, cutsy type tattoos. There are some sugar
skulls in the back which are nice, but cute. I'd really like this with some simple teen focused
tattoos. I don't mean dark and moody, just less hearts and rainbows. Even the snake is cute. It's
a good book to learn the basics from.”

The book by Thaneeya McArdle has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 7 people have provided feedback.
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